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EXTRACTION OF SPEECH IN ACOUSTICAL NOISE BY MARKOV FILTERING

Y.N.PROKHOROV

Moscow Telecommunication I

ABSTRACT

This paper presents a general approach

to the improvement of speech intelligi—

bility in broad band acoustical noise.

By using the methods of Markov fil-

tering the digital processing algo-

rithms of noise—added speech are being

synthesized and their experimental

study is being carried out.

INTRODUC TION

The telephone communication systems and

the Systems of automatic man-machine

Communication by voice often operate in

a severe broad. band acoustical noise si-

tuations. The organising protective

measures and the compensation techniques

do not always provide the effective

”0186 suppression. In such cases the

Signal-noise ratio (sun) or the micro-

Phone output may be 0-3 db, and the in-

telligibility 3 may be 40-50% /1.2/. The

sPecial digital processing for noise re-

duction is applied but it doesn't allow

to increase intelligibility sufficiently

5° far /1,2/. The aim of this paper is

to develop the effective processing me—

thOdS by using Markov filtering.
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FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM

In interval the duration of which is

about 20 - 50 ms the mixture of signal

and noisg is

2t=x(l.t)+nt , t_=o,:1,:2,..., u)

where Y= (7H 91:... ~- rAm )T— is a vector

of parameters describing the articulation

apparatus state (ArA);‘x.(A,t),flt :- the

sample sequences of speech signals (SS)

and noise. Because of the low accuracy of

articulatory organs the parameters take a

continuous set of values.

For the automatic recognition (reception)

of corrupted speech the values of parame—

ter A should be classified. However, in

the process of extraction it is quite

enough while using it to formulate such

signal (101311) on hearing of which the

maximum intelligibility is achieved:

5513)::- Sm), where 5(1), 5(“)_ is the intel-

ligibility of signals 2t and £03,“

respectively. Since} vector for an

unlmown function g()~*)is classified fix"

the process of human perception, the

value of A shoulda‘be chosen 13,} such a

way that £2=E[N-11TQA[A*’ A 1 = min

where E — mathematical expectation opera-

tion, 01,- a weighted coefficient matrix.

The minimum attainable valuefiA is defined

by Kramer-Rao' s inequality.

So the problem of speech extraction is

interpreted as the construction of the
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best estimation of}: and the creation of

the signal 11.01212) with 5“”:max A gene-

ral diagram of the extraction device is

given in fig.1, where CD is a controlling

human ear perception system device.

z. EVALUA 35* d“
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Fig.1. A General Diagram of S « -

traction PeeCh Ex

SIGNAL AND NOISE MODELS

F:r the best evaluation of 7C the ad
-

e -a e models of Signal and noise are requ
:re:. The simplest model of the broadqu-

an noise is 8 Gen 'ssEn=oE#_Gl imlmmmmenwfih

n: t- Wow”, V W t )precise model is the r 1 .
autoregression p 06885 Of

L

on); OLEUt,i+‘/lt, L=2+10, (z)
::::e a; is-evaluated a'priory by the

e realization by means of a lea t
square technique with limitations. Sn;
can use the orthogonal projecti

forms of limitations/3/. 0118 as the
The signal is modelled by a nonl

autoregressive process 111931“

yt LPWyt-f) + 69PM ’ (5)
m

It =§aixt4+cybi+g§t41 (4)
L

A =(fi,a,,a1,...,am)7, m=2+10

The function (p is found on the synthesi8

stage from the condition:
mm E|£x(t)51(t-T)I,

Tret) = xt’fi ‘P (x£-') , 7:: const

.6: result is shown in fig 2 I
W51)

4

Fig.2. The function of Excitation

Te"oaieduce the number of the parameters
in 1iuated model (3), (4) may be written

he following way:
1 =2: 4- .

writer: é=g(xt‘hxt1,m,xbm}+git, , ‘
:21 :2: found experimentally. To do this
ker thes:::chfSignal of a concrete spea-
defined in mzd the parameters values is

autoregressio 9'13 (3),”), then a set or11 functions is given

‘f’x(t-t-zr-nrxt-m),
and the Karunerrloev basis is built for it.

THE EVALUATIOt .
BILITY ‘ OF THE POSSIBLE INTELLIGI—

The ' zatedi::elligibility 5,231 may be evalu-
avera the presence of noise with an

ge flat spectrum. Consider
3(4): “ ”t 1(A,t)+nt, ztml-flxmiumt'

Chose the function 5! so that 5011).. 561;)
~ max

For exflm

functionplzgi mzy be the “Mr31 clipping
' Or

.

1Fests 3‘31) 5(2318 to the articulatory

ferent SNI’? 3 may be found for dif-

the clippin“ NR1 and the threshold of

mar-Rae's 1:91“? Putting down the Kra-

£;g(5/VR) quaiities the formulas for

‘ an” ( SNR
ned. In th M 2) can be obtai-

e Situation Where 5:! (SNR1)=

-6 and the orthogonal functions
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: 5:1 (SA/R) we can find a family of our-

ves with the equal reception accuracy:

SNR, = 935(S/VR1) Aawijth parameterxuu.

Now the estimation 5min: can be obtained

in the following way: by using SNtt

and function We we can find SIVRZ, where

mm” = of, (SA/Ry) . Then 554.1%

=s<1z>csNRps 3%; and Asafhsnfigg—

' 5“" is a possible benefit in intelligi—

bility in digital processing of the cor-

rupted speech it“) .

THE FILTERING ALGORITHMS

For the simplification we can take 9M)

as a mutually unique continuous (unknown)

function. It can be shown that in this

case u(A*,t)=x(A*,t) and

instead of CS we may use a speech synthe—

sizer operating according to (3). (4)-

Thus, the extraction of speech is per-

formed according to the algorithqon:

"estimation of x - synthesis x(7t*,‘t) “

(analysis—synthesis). If 8Etgf<<Exi :

then the algorithm No.1 is very close in

effectiveness to the mutual evaluation of

I, A, y, or to the "adaptive filtering" -

the algorithm No.2. If there are pauses

in conversation and the consonants in

Speech, then the algorithm No.3 "a mutual

evaluation of parameters, filtering of

speech and classification of tone-conso-

nant-Datum" is quite optimal.

The above mentioned algorithms are syn—

thesized by the maximum of a'posteriory

probability criterion in /4. 6/ by using

Markov filtering technique /5/.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Testing of algorithms No.1—3 are performed

on the speech signal with the sampling

frequence 15 kHz and with the number of

quantizing levels 212. In fig.3 the power

spectral densities of the initial (61'),

the processed (6;) signals and the noise-

added speech (G!) are shown for the word

'Igeflcmbuc" (algorithms No.3. 1). In fig.4

the curves of likelihood function A and

the current signal power E at: recieved

on the articulatory tables of syllables

without any pauses are shown. The proba-

bility of a classification error of tone-

consonant-pause is about 3'10‘ with a

zero threshold. In Table No. 1 the results

of tests are shown, where ASNR is abeneflt

Gm)
‘5 357 4D 2 5 450400 23‘4‘—

Fig. 3. Signal spectrum C;,C; ,Gz
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Fig.4. Likelihood Functions A

Table 1

No. 3"1 2 3
ASNR 7 5-7 10-12

db
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in S/VR , the number of algorithm 3-1 is
a sequential application of the algo-
rithms N3 and N1. These results are
achieved for the noise with close to an
average flat spectrum and model (3). (4).
In pauses the mixture of 3t is multiplied
to a coefficient $ < 1 . The coef-
ficient of noise power in filters is chain
experimentally.

‘In Table No.2 the signal-error prediction
ratio (SER) for models (4), (5) which is
achieved on the initial speech signal is
given. There the results of algorithm No.
2 with (5) in noisy environment because
of the engines operation.
In Table n is percentage of the real
favours given by the listeners to the
processed signal. The number of listeners
is 20-25.

Table 2
Model SER, dB, for N n ASNR

2 4 6 % dB
(4) 21.3 24,7 26.5 - 2-3
(5) 26 27 27.3 85-88 3-5

CONCLUSION

The method of intelligibility improvement
in noisy environment is worked out. The
theoretical benefit of the digital pro-
cessing for noise with long-term average
flat spectrum is evaluated. By using the
Markov filtering techniques the algo-
rithms of mutual speech filtering, the
parameters evaluation and the classifica-
tion of tone-consonant—pause are deve-
loped. The algorithms provide the improve-
ment of the corrupted speech intelligibie
lity in broad band noise and can be tech-
nically done on the mikroprocessor devices
Am 2900.
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